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Featured articles and news

The net-zero concept

The innovations needed to move zero carbon from rhetoric to
realisation.

Building completion
Quality professionals need
to take an active role in
driving the completion
process.

Britten Building
Creating a sense of place
with radically-low running
costs and high comfort
levels.

New editor appointed
George Demetri brings a
whole new level of technical
knowledge to Designing
Buildings Wiki.

Bricks
A quick guide to brick sizes.

Loving heritage to death
A conversation between
David Mitchell and Caitlin
DeSilvey.

How much knowledge do you use?

What knowledge do you use, where do you find it and how
much do you trust it? Benchmark your knowledge habits
against the rest of the industry.

 

Around the web

BIM Plus, 14 Jan
BIM’s key role in the golden
thread.

Gov.uk, 14 Jan
The government has
launched a strategy to clean
up our air.

GCR, 11 Jan
Claims Bucharest’s heating
system is losing 2,000 tons
of hot water every hour.

Construction Manager, 11
Jan
The top 5 legal issues to
look out for in 2019.

CIAT, 9 Jan
Concrete is responsible for
8% of all CO2 emissions.

GCR, 11 Jan
Hitachi is to suspend work
on Wales’ nuclear power
station.

Gov.uk, 14 Jan
HS2 sets a new benchmark
for construction vehicle
emissions.

5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.

Tweet Forward

Designing Buildings Wiki is supported by:

Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
Institution of Civil Engineers

BRE Trust
The Institute of Historic Building Conservation
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